What’s busier than a baby? Lots of babies—babies eating, playing, reading, and finally sleeping in this book that follows a bunch of active tots!

Meet the Writer

Melanie Lasoff Levs
Hot Dots® Tots author Melanie Lasoff Levs loves babies and toddlers, and drew upon the little ones in her own family as inspiration for these sweet stories. Although she enjoyed penning all of the books, Busy Babies and Time to Go! are her favorites—they’re both action packed, just like toddlers! As for her favorite vehicle, it’s a wagon—perfect for pulling her kiddos around.

Meet the Illustrator

Laura Watson
With her daughter, Posy, and her beloved fur baby, Smokee the cat, as inspiration to draw upon, it’s no surprise that Laura’s illustrations of tiny tots and baby animals are so sweet. She even visited the newborn sheep and goats at a farm near her Toronto home to make sure she got the cuddly critters in Hot Dots Tots All Kinds of Babies just right!

More fun awaits!

Answer & learn with Elliott—The Musical Teaching Bear™!
Baby Henry wakes up. What a busy baby!

Baby Julia eats breakfast. What a busy baby!

What shape is the crib?

- triangle
- rectangle

Which shows eating?

- eating
- sleeping
Baby Taro reads with his daddy. What a busy baby!

Which shows one book?

one  two

Baby Jason plays with the fire truck. What a busy baby!

What color is the fire truck?

blue  red
Baby Haley beats the big drum at music class. What a busy baby!

Baby Obie plays ball with his puppy. What a busy baby!

Which drum is big?

- big
- small

What shape is the ball?

- square
- circle
Surprise! Baby JoJo finds a book about babies at the library! What a busy baby!

Which shows surprised?

- surprised
- angry

Baby Louis and his family sit at the table for dinner. What a busy baby!

Which are the flowers?

- flowers
- food
Baby Layla splashes in the bathtub. What a busy baby!

What color is the duck?
- yellow
- blue

Bedtime! Baby Harper hugs her toy bunny. Goodnight, busy babies!

Which is the bunny?
- bunny
- bear